
	

	
Art	Recreation	
Recreate	a	famous	
painting	with	the	tools	at	
home	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	

	
Clean	
Clean	and	sanitize	your	
room!		

	
Comic	
Write	a	short	comic!	Read	
to	us	the	short	comic!		
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

Re-enact	
Re-enact	your	favorite	
movie.		
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	

Chef	Cook-off!		
Make	your	favorite	snack.	
Give	us	a	step	by	step	
tutorial!	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	

	
	
Drawing	Blindfold	
Get	something	to	cover	
your	eyes	and	let	us	see	
your	art!		

	
DIY	
Make	a	face	mask	
Click	for	recipe’s		

	
So	you	think	you	can	
dance!?	
Challenge	a	family	
member	to	a	dance	battle	

	
#RIREADSATHOME	
Read	for	20-30	min.	Take	
a	pic	of	your	call	log	and	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	
Try	it	at	home!			
Complete	one	of	the	daily	
activities	on	website	
Click	for	link	

	
Thank	you		
Write	and	send	a	thank	
you	card	to	our	first	
responders	

	
Instagram	Tag	
Tag	3	friends	in	our	most	
recent	Instagram	post!		
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

AFTERZONE	

⭐ 	
FREE	SPACE	

	
AZ	SWAG	
Post	a	selfie/pic	with	the	
AZ	logo	and	tag	us	on	
Instagram!	
@pasa_afterzone	

	
Have	in	indoor	picnic	
Grab	a	sheet,	whatever	food	
you	have,	and	enjoy	a	living	
room	picnic	
	



	 	 																													 	 	 	

	
	
YOUR	family	tree	
Draw	your	family	tree		

	
Lip	Sync	Battle	
Duel	it	out	with	a	family	
member	to	a	song	of	your	
choice	

Crazy	8’s																	
8	Jumping	Jacks	
8	Burpees	
8	Vertical	Jumps	
8	Frog	Jumps	
8	Push-ups	
8	Sit-ups	
8	Squats	

	
Rainbow	Game	
Find	an	object	in	your	
house	to	represent	each	
color	of	the	rainbow.		
Tag	@pasa_afterzone 
	

	
Jersey	Day	
Wear	your	favorite	jersey	for	
the	whole	day		

	
TIK	TOK	
Re-create	a	tik	tok	dance.	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	
Crazy	Hair	Day	
Take	a	pic	of	your	
participating	in	crazy	hair		
	

	
School	Swag	
Wear	and	represent	your	
school	mascot	then	take	a	
pic.	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	
Puzzle	THIS!	
Complete	a	puzzle	and	
take	a	pic	
Tag	@pasa_afterzone	

	
Yoga	
Workout	using	this	link	
courtesy	of	YMCA	of	Greater	
Providence!	LINK	HERE	

#AZBINGOCHALLENGE 
Bingo Challenge: 
When you fill out the card above, post it on Instagram 
Tag @pasa_afterzone with the hashtag #AZBINGOCHALLENGE 
Your name will automatically be put in a drawing for AZ prizes and a grand prize  
NOTE: 

• If you cannot complete the challenge by yourself, you can complete it collectively with the folks in your house. 
• You may have a “pass” for one of the challenges above. Please write “PASS” on the challenge you would like to use it for 
• If the challenge lists “share with AZ staff”, please share it with us so we can mark that challenge as complete 
• You can download the BINGO card by saving the PDF on your mobile phone. There is a doodling feature on any phone that gives you 

access to write “PASS or X” on the photo (BINGO card). Save as new photo and upload to share with @pasa_afterzone with the 
#AZBINGOCHALLENGE 

 
Mark your calendar! On Thursday, May 28 for a fun LIVE raffle draw on Instagram with your favorite AZ coordinators & managers! 
More information to come… 


